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Design of stimuli-responsive materials consisting
of the rigid cylindrical inorganic polymer ‘imogolite’

Kazuhiro Shikinaka

In this focused review, various stimuli-responsive materials that are prepared from the rigid rod-like polyelectrolyte ‘imogolite’

and constructed in accordance with its structural characteristics are described. The combination of imogolite and dicarboxylic

acids yields hydrogels that exhibit thixotropy in response to mechanical shocks and physical anisotropy via the orientation of the

imogolite during flowing and subsequent standing. Robust hydrogels have also been obtained by in situ polymerization of vinyl

monomers in aqueous imogolite dispersions that show reversible isotropic–anisotropic structural transitions in response to strain.

Furthermore, an electrorheological effect of the aqueous imogolite dispersions at extremely low voltage has been discovered that

should permit the design of imogolite-based architectures as electro-stimulus-responsive materials.
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INTRODUCTION

Some parts of living organisms consist of various nanofiber and
nanotube architectures. For example, in cell cytoskeletons, semiflex-
ible, rod/tube-like proteins such as filamentous actin and microtubules
form network/bundle-like architectures via non-covalent bonds
(for example, hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions).1 These
architectures facilitate motility and other various functionalities of cells
through their keen stimuli-responsive structural transitions. Such
materials capable of responding to stimuli such as light2 and
temperature3 have been designed for in vitro systems through various
opportune molecular assemblies and structures that are the basis of
both emerging fields of scientific interest and new applications.4 Rigid
rod-like molecules have also been built as stimuli-responsive materials
(for example, thermotropic/lyotropic liquid crystals5–8). Recently,
novel stimuli-responsive materials consisting of rigid cylindrical
inorganic polymers as an imitation/evolution of the architectures in
the cell cytoskeleton were designed. This focused review describes the
work toward the creation of novel functional materials that are based
on the supramolecular architectures of rigid cylindrical polymers.
To create functional materials biomimetically, imogolite

(henceforth denoted as IG) was used; it is a rigid fibrous molecule
that forms a single-walled aluminosilicate cylindrical inorganic
polymer with the composition (HO)3Al2O3SiOH.9–14 The external
and internal diameters of IG are approximately 2 and 1 nm,
respectively, whereas the length of IG can range from several tens of
nanometers to several micrometers. Because IG is a perfectly rigid
polyelectrolyte with a high aspect ratio,15 it has been used as a
constituent of inorganic–organic nanocomposites.16 The outer and
inner surfaces of IG are covered with Al(OH)2 (proton-capturing) and
Si(OH) (proton-releasing) groups, respectively. Thus the charge
density of IG surfaces varies with the pH and ionic strength of

aqueous media. Consequently, the dispersibility of IG in water changes
drastically with pH; IG disperses as thin bundles or even as
monofilaments in acidic and relatively low ionic strength aqueous
media (pH≈4), resulting in opaque-to-transparent solutions.
Hereafter, some developments of stimuli-responsive IG materials in
accordance with the structural characteristics of IG has been
presented.

THIXOTROPIC GELATION OF IGs

First, the stimuli-responsive material consisting of IG that exhibited
non-Newtonian fluid behavior such as shear thinning was designed.
Shear thinning, as well as stimuli-responsive liquid/solid phase
transitions, known as ‘thixotropy’, are often found in the muscle and
protoplasm17 and are also important in many industrial processes
(for example, paints and ceramic sols).18 It has been posited that the
formation of colloidal particle assemblies, generally called hydro-
clusters, is responsible for the emergence of shear thinning.19,20 In my
research,21 IG purified by the appropriate procedures has been
sonicated in pure water to obtain slightly opaque solutions with
concentrations of 6.4 wt% (that is, 0.16 mol l− 1 of aluminol groups)
nanotubes with an average length of 68.5 nm. Such aqueous solutions
have been used as starting materials throughout the experiments. It is
well known that many types of inorganic and organic acids, such as
carboxylic acids,22 interact strongly with the outer surface of IG
nanotubes. Because of the protonation equilibrium of the aluminol
groups on the IG outer surface that forms cationic sites, the addition
of carboxylic acids to IG creates strong hydrogen bonds or electrostatic
interactions, wherein the −Al(OH)2 unit acts as one equivalent
functionality. When aqueous solutions of IG and maleic acid (MA),
one of the typical short-chain dicarboxylic acids, are combined and
aged, the resulting mixture yields opaque gels (Figure 1a; denoted as
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IG-MA gel) or hard-gel particle dispersions (phase-separated liquid/gel
mixtures) with altered mixing ratios. If the ratio is not balanced, such
that it is 42:1 or o1:4, the resulting mixtures exhibit apparent phase
separation that produces hard-gel particles in aqueous medium.
When the mixing ratio, that is, the quantity of −Al(OH)2 versus

the molar ratio of MA (not the quantity of one −COOH group), is
near 1:1, the resulting sol-state mixture gradually turns into opaque
gels with a thixotropic nature after approximately 1 h of aging at 25 °C
(Figure 1a). In the rotating rheometric test, the aged IG-MA gel (sol)
turns to the sol (gel) state within 6 s under agitation (rest) and vice
versa accompanied by a perfect elastic modulus recovery.22 The 1:1
combination of IG and dicarboxylic acids with 4–6 main-chain
carbons similarly forms thixotropic gels but requires a longer ageing
period to obtain the gel state. When IG is combined with oxalic or
malonic acid at a ratio of 1:1, the mixture instantaneously forms
turbid hard-gel particles dispersed in aqueous solution. Thus the
gelation speed of the mixtures and their stimuli-responsiveness
drastically changes with the number of main-chain carbons,
configuration and steric hindrance of the dicarboxylic acids.

STRUCTURAL TRANSITION PROCESS OF IG GELS

Hereafter, the relationship between the microscopic structural changes
and the thixotropic properties of the well-aged 1:1 IG-MA gel (sol) is
described. To observe the microscopic structures of wet-state IG-MA
gels, including the depth profile, wet-state gels (in the presence of
water) were directly observed because the IG portions of the gel were
composed of heavy atoms, which provided sufficient contrast. High-
angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy
equipped with a cryo-sample transfer system (Cryo HAADF-STEM)
was performed to observe Z-contrast images of silicone, aluminum
and oxygen atoms. Figure 1b shows Cryo HAADF-STEM images of a
torn sample of a quickly frozen IG-MA gel, corresponding to the
images of the bulk and whole structures. The IG-MA gel consists of an
interconnected, spongy framework. Because the STEM images and the

energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy atomic mapping coincide with
each other, Shikinaka et al.22 have determined that the IG nanotubes
are the major component of the frameworks.
With contrast-intensified Cryo HAADF-STEM images (Figure 1b,

right panel), the individual IG nanotubes in the frameworks of the IG-
MA gels have been partly verified. As shown in this STEM image, the
local structures of the IG-MA gel appear as crossed nanotubes.
Furthermore, as shown in the HAADF-STEM images of the dried
mixture of germanium-bonded dicarboxylic acids and IG (Figure 1c),
the dicarboxylic acids attached to the IG surface indicate that
dicarboxylic acids such as MA fully cover the IG surface in the
mixture. Thus, in the present system, the MA-sheathed IG nanotubes
behave as rod-like polyelectrolytes, and the outer −COOH groups of
the MA sheaths probably behave as linker groups for the cross-bridged
nanotubes via inter-sheath hydrogen bonding. The frameworks
constructed of cross-bridged, local structures in the IG-MA gels bring
about the thixotropic properties of the gels.
Because of the presence of heavy atoms, the transient scattering

profiles can be recorded by a time-lapse small-angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS) technique that requires high contrast and resolution; periodic,
rapid measurements at a 0.2-s interval were collected by using a
tandem vertical undulator synchrotron radiation apparatus with high
photon flux and an X-ray-counting, two-dimensional pixel detector.
Supplementary Figure S1 illustrates the scattering profiles (the SAXS
scattering curves, that is, the scattering intensity I(q) versus the
scattering vector q) of the well-aged IG-MA gel recorded at 0.2-s
intervals during the cycles between the rest period (2 s) and the
following vortex-mixing agitation period (2 s). Here the state of a
rod-like substance can be evaluated from the steepness of the slope in
the relation23,24 I(q)~ q−E. Because the region q= 0.08–0.3 nm− 1 is
equal to the real-space size of IG nanotubes (68.5-nm average length
and ~ 2.0-nm average external diameter), E= 1 and 2 in this region
corresponds to the IG nanotubes dispersed separately without forming
assemblies and those fully packed in a unit space, respectively.24

Figure 1 (a) Preparative procedure for an IG-MA gel and photographs of the sample tube inversion test for solid and liquid states. [-Al(OH)2 of
IG]= [MA]=0.08 mol l−1. (b) Cryo HAADF-STEM images of a rapidly frozen IG-MA gel. [-Al(OH)2 of IG]= [DA]=0.08 mol l−1. (c) HAADF-STEM image and
elemental mapping by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy of a dried mixture of IG, bis[2-carboxyethyl germanium(IV)] sesquioxide and MA. The Ge atoms
(that is, carboxylic acids) localized on the IG nanotubes clearly indicate the presence of an interaction between dicarboxylic acids and IG nanotubes.
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During the entire period of resting and agitating, the scattering
function is characterized by the fixed asymptotic behavior of I
(q) ~ q− 1.3 in the region of q= 0.08–0.3 nm− 1. Here E= 1.3 indicates
the formation of some coarse structures,23,24 which correspond to
assembly units such as hydroclusters12,13 in which the MA-sheathed
IG nanotubes are sparsely packed. This indicates that the hydroclusters
had previously existed, and the spatial packing density of the sheathed
IGs in the hydroclusters is unchanged during all the rest/agitation
processes. Meanwhile, I(q) at q= 0.1 nm− 1 increases/decreases with
the gelation/solation in response to resting/agitation, respectively,
suggesting that the size of the networks composed of the inter-
connected hydroclusters fluctuates with the gelation and solation
processes, as has been shown by other researchers.25 As summarized in
Figure 2a, I(q), or the degree of the spatial extension of interconnected
hydrocluster networks, is large in the gel state and small in the sol
state, although the E value remains 1.3 during both gelation and
solation. Because this I(q) change is complete within 0.4 s of
application or removal of agitation, the solation and gelation processes
appears to be completed in a very short time, and the gel/sol or sol/gel
transition occurs reversibly.

MECHANISM OF THIXOTROPIC GELATION IN IG-MA MIXTURES

According to the evidence, the structural change mechanism of the
thixotropic IG-MA gel was proposed, as shown in Figure 2b. In the
IG-MA system, the inevitable electrostatic repulsion suppresses
the dissociation of the outer −COOH groups located in the middle

positions of the sheathed nanotubes because of the high density of MA
molecules in the sheath (Figure 2b (1)). Such non-dissociative outer
−COOH groups may form inter-sheath hydrogen bonds, thus
creating cross-bridged nanotubes, as well as intra-sheath (lateral)
hydrogen-bonding networks. Meanwhile, the dissociation of outer
−COOH groups of the MA sheath occurs at the edges of the
nanotubes, as the electrostatic repulsion weakens at both edges. When
the intra- or inter-sheath interactions and the dissociation of outer
−COOH groups at the sheathed nanotube edges are balanced,
it is possible to imagine the creation of ‘cross-bridged nanotubes’.
The cross-bridged nanotubes correspond to hydroclusters, as observed
by Cryo HAADF-STEM and SAXS (Figure 2b (2)).22,26 Such
hydroclusters as basic units are further interconnected to form the
frameworks of the gels (Figure 2b (3)). Because the electrostatic
repulsion and the hydrogen bonding among hydroclusters coexist, the
hydroclusters are weakly connected, resulting in inhomogeneous
frameworks of gels that are easily collapsed from sparsely connected
points (that is, the hydrogen bonds between the hydroclusters) under
agitation (Figure 2b (4)) and re-structured upon resting (Figure 2b
(3)). Thus the gels exhibit thixotropic properties; namely, the collapse
of hydrogen bonds between the hydroclusters causes the shear
thinning of the IG-MA gels, as shown in Figure 1a.

FLOW ORIENTATION OF IG IN THIXOTROPIC HYDROGELS

Because of the extremely fast thixotropic phase changes of the gel/sol
or sol/gel transitions, which occur in o1 s,22 after flowing this
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Figure 2 (a) Time dependence of I(q) at q=0.1 nm−1 (closed circles) and E (closed squares) shown by time-lapse SAXS measurements of a well-aged
IG-MA mixture ([-Al(OH)2 of IG]= [MA]=0.08 mol l−1) in its gel/sol transition. These measurements were performed with 0.1-s X-ray irradiation at 0.1-s
intervals. (b) Schematic illustration of the gelation and gel/sol transition of an IG-MA mixture, simplified using fewer rods than are in the actual system. The
length of IG has a distribution.14 This IG length distribution should bring about a density inhomogeneity of connected points (circles in (3)) between
hydroclusters in the IG-MA gel, which causes a collapse of frameworks to partially assembled hydroclusters under agitation. Further details are described in
the text. A full color version of this figure is available at the Polymer Journal online.
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sol-state IG-MA gel through a cylindrical capillary cell (Figure 3a), the
recovered gel state formed by an instantaneous stop in the flow
exhibits an optical retardation and uniform birefringence along the
flow direction (long axis of the cell) under a polarized optical
microscope (POM). With respect to the flow direction, complete
extinction at 0° and 90° was observed, and maximum brightness at 45°
(Figure 3b), and color addition was also confirmed; these findings
indicate that the IG nanofibers uniformly align in parallel with the
flow direction, that is, the flow orientation of IG in the sol state is fixed
by instantaneous gelation after the flow is stopped.
The uniform alignment of IGs collapses with mechanical impacts

caused by the thixotropic nature of the oriented IG-MA gels; the
introduction of interpenetrated networks (IPNs) is one plausible
strategy to stabilize and fix their alignments. In Figure 3c, the shaping
properties of the IPN gels prepared by the polymerization of
2-hydroxyethyl acrylate (HEA) and tetra(ethylene glycol) diacrylate
(TEGDA) in IG-MA gel are compared. After polymerization in an
X-shaped cell and equilibration in water, the IPN gel maintains the
desired X shape, though the ordinary HEA gel is deformed under the
same conditions by inevitable inhomogeneity appearing during
network formation. The existence of IGs in the IPN gel reduces the
inhomogeneity of the HEA network. Because the preparation of gels
with desired shapes is made possible by the present IPN method, this
strategy is expected to provide various types of soft materials that
require fixed and complicated shapes, such as those used as artificial
cartilage or blood vessel biomaterials.
The IG-MA gel mixed with HEA exhibits flow-orientation

properties similar to those of the IG-MA gel (Figure 3b). Because
the birefringence is unchanged before and after the polymerization
of HEA and TEGDA, the resulting IPN gels maintain a uniform
alignment provided by the flow orientation.27 Polymerization after the
flow orientation provides self-standing, oriented IPN gels (henceforth

denoted as ‘oriented IPN gels’) with sizes as large as 42× 71× 2 mm3

(Figure 4a).
The oriented IPN gels exhibit anisotropic mechanical properties, as

shown in Figure 4b. Comparing parallel and perpendicular elongation
with respect to IG orientation, the maximum fracture stress and initial
tangent corresponding to Young's modulus are larger in the former by
a factor of ~ 1.5 and 3, respectively. The oriented IPN gels also show
anisotropic current–voltage characteristics.27

ROBUST IG HYDROGELS CONSISTING OF IG AND ORGANIC

POLYMERS

As shown above, the combination of IG and an organic polymer
network (that is, HEA gel) yields a self-standing hydrogel. On the basis
of this result, hydrogels consisting of IG and various organic polymers,
such as poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), poly(HEA) (PHEA), and poly
(acrylamide) (PAAm) were synthesized to form robust hydrogels that
depend on interaction between the IG and the organic polymers.
The phase states of the IG and organic polymer mixtures are shown

in Figure 5a. The methods of mixing the IG and the polymers result in
different mixture phase states. PAAm units and IG nanotubes
appear to interact with each other through the −NH2 or 4C=O
and Si(OH) groups.28 However, the combination of preformed PAAm
(4.0 mol l− 1) and IG (5.0 wt/v%) did not result in gel formation
because PAAm does not interact with IG outer walls, and the
penetration of macromolecular strands into the hollow structure of
the IG nanotubes is rare. Based on these observations, the following
two conclusions can be derived:

(1) Gels exhibit considerable mechanical strength because monomeric
AAm molecules can penetrate the hollow tubes and then
polymerize; and

(2) A few PAAm strands can be anchored to the ends of an IG
nanotube to create pseudo-crosslinking.

Such pseudo-crosslinking could cause the IG-PAAm gel to display
elastic properties when a large deformation is induced in the gels.
An addition of the preformed PHEA solution also results in a

homogeneous mixture of [IG] (5.0 wt/v%) and [PHEA] (1 mol l− 1).
Use of a more concentrated PHEA solution results in the formation of
local, hard gel-like precipitates, indicating sufficient interactions
between IG and PHEA. Further investigation by using the in situ
polymerization technique has revealed that the concentration of HEA
units can be increased to 4.0 mol l− 1 to obtain macroscopically
homogeneous gels.
Poly(carboxylic acid)s are known to interact with IG outer Al(OH)2

groups by hydrogen bonding and related polar interactions.22,29

However, such interactions are too strong and result in instantaneous
phase separation and the formation of hard, solid particles upon the
mixing of IG and preformed PAA in the concentrated state. However,
mixing IG (5.0 wt/v%) with monomeric AA (4.0 mol l− 1) results in a
clear, homogeneous solution; the subsequent in situ polymerization
produces clear, macroscopically homogeneous gels.
The stress–strain curves estimated from the tensile testing results on

the IG-AAm, IG-HEA or IG-AA gels are illustrated in Figure 5b. The
IG gels are tough, and their breakdown stress/strain and Young’s
modulus greatly depend on the type of vinyl monomers. The
breakdown strain of the IG-AAm gel is larger than that of the other
two gels, that is, the IG-AAm gel is more elastic than the other gels,
owing to fewer pseudo-crosslinking IG-to-IG tying points than those
formed by the outer sidewall anchoring in IG-HEA or IG-AA. This
difference in tying is also reflected in the spatial density, or degree of

Figure 3 (a) Schematic illustration of the experimental setup for the
flow-orientation capillary cell system. (b) POM images of the oriented IG-MA
gel in the capillary cell, in which axes denoted by A and P represent the
analyzer and polarizer setting direction, respectively. The angle between the
gel and the analyzer is shown in the lower left of panel (b). The gray lines in
panel (b) represent the capillary glass wall positions. (c) Photographs of an
IPN gel (water content=92.4%) and an HEA gel (as reference; water
content=96.8%) prepared by in situ polymerization in an X-shaped cell and
subsequent equilibration in water for 7 days. A full color version of this
figure is available at the Polymer Journal online.
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swelling, with 93–94, 86 and 83% water content for the IG-AAm,
IG-HEA and IG-AA gels, respectively.
The IG-AA gel exhibits extremely high breakdown stress compared

with that shown by the IG-AAm gel. Strong anchoring is possible
when every aluminol group on the outer wall of IG interacts with an
AA molecule; a theoretical limit of 0.83 mol l− 1 of the existing
4.0 mol l− 1 would enable such anchoring. In situ polymerization
produces ‘polymerized sheaths’, from which PAA strands grow out-
ward by consuming the remaining 3.17 mol l− 1 portion. Crosslinking
among the sheaths occurs by radical recombination of the propagating
PAA strands.
Polymer sheaths also form in the IG-HEA gel. However, the

breakdown stress and strain of the IG-HEA gel are much lower than

those of the IG-AA gel. Because the mechanical strength of an
ordinary AA gel is lower than that of an ordinary HEA gel in the
absence of IG nanotubes, the physical properties of IG gels are strongly
dependent on the molecular structure of organic polymers. Both the
IG-AA and IG-HEA systems exhibit strong variations in mechanical
strength owing to the multiple interaction points between IG and
organic polymer in the IG-AA and IG-HEA gels compared with those
in the IG-AAm gel. Here the C=O and COOH groups of
PAA interact with Al-OH29 on IG in the IG-AA gel; in contrast,
only the OH groups of PHEA interact with Al-OH on IG. It seems
that the number of interacting groups between IG and organic
polymer determines the mechanical properties of IG/organic
polymer gels.

Figure 4 (a) Photographs (upper) and POM (lower) images of the oriented IPN gels prepared in a rectangular cell (42×71×2 mm3). Background illustrations
of the POM images correspond to the oriented IPN gels shown in the photographs. The birefringence value of the oriented IPN gels became as large as
1.64×10−4 at flow velocity=34.9 ml min−1. (b) Typical tensile stress–strain curves of wet-state oriented IPN gels measured from parallel and perpendicular
stretching with respect to IG orientation. A full color version of this figure is available at the Polymer Journal online.
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Figure 5 (a) The phase states of the mixtures of IG (5.0 w/v%) and polymers. (b) Typical tensile stress–strain curves of in situ polymerized (1) IG gels and
(2) their reference gels. AAX, AAmX and HEAX, respectively, indicate the gels consisting of AA, AAm or HEA with X mol l−1 and 0.1 mol% of TEGDA versus
vinyl monomer. The inserted percentage is the degree of swelling. A full color version of this figure is available at the Polymer Journal online.
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Thus the physical properties of IG gels drastically change with the
manner of interaction between IG and organic polymer (that is, tying
or sheathing). Essentially, the tying of the polymer to the IG nanotubes
(IG-AAm system) produces stretchable IG gels; in contrast, the
sheathing of the polymer on the IG nanotubes (IG-AA and IG-HEA
systems) results in stiff IG gels, depending on the strength of
interaction between the IG and the organic polymer.

STRAIN-INDUCED REVERSIBLE ISOTROPIC–ANISOTROPIC

STRUCTURAL TRANSITION OF ROBUST IG HYDROGELS

The hydrogels consisting of IG and organic polymers exhibit
birefringence only upon stretching, in the same manner as the
shear-oriented IG-MA gels shown in Figure 3b. Such ordering of IG
(Figure 6a) is reversible upon stretching and releasing cycles at a
tensile strain that is smaller than the gel breakdown point. The
birefringence Δn value of the IG-AAm gel (2.0 mol l− 1 of [AAm]) is
plotted as a function of the strain (Figure 6b). The Δn of the IG-AAm
gel increases with tensile strain until 3.0 mmmm− 1, that is, Δn
reaches 45.3 × 10− 5 at strain= 3.0 mmmm− 1. The IG-AAm gel is
optically isotropic when unstretched (at strain= 0) but exhibits
positive birefringence under strains between 0.5 and approximately
8.5 mmmm− 1 owing to the elongation-induced IG orientation.
However, the birefringence decreases to negative values after further
elongation (see the optical retardation photographs inserted in
Figure 6b). As elucidated from the POM and optical retardation
images,21 IGs in pure water shows an optically positive birefringence,
whereas PAAm is known to produce a negative birefringence after the
elongation-induced molecular orientation.30–33 Indeed, the ordinary
crosslinked PAAm gel without IG exhibits a steady decrease of

birefringence from zero to a negative value with increasing strain
increments, as shown by the black plots in Figure 6b. Therefore, the
bell-shaped profile of the Δn–strain curve of the IG-AAm gel in
Figure 6b is the sum of both positive and negative birefringence
effects34 derived from the ordering of IG filaments and PAAm strands
upon stretching. Other robust IG hydrogels (IG-AA/HEA gels) also
show the reversible Δn change in response to strain.26

ELECTRO-STIMULUS-RESPONSIVE BEHAVIOR OF IG

DISPERSIONS

Finally, the specific electro-stimulus-responsive behavior of IG
dispersions that encouraged to design IG-based supramolecular
architectures for various electro-responsive materials is described.
Recently, an aqueous suspension of hectorite particles in the deionized
state that showed a change in viscosity upon the application of a
direct-current (DC) electric field of the order of a few Vmm− 1 has
been reported.35 It is possible that the electrical double layer (EDL)
may be easily deformed by applying an electric field and that this
deformation would weaken the repulsive forces among the particles
and result in the formation of a three-dimensional network
structure. The good dispersibility of IG in aqueous media and
its (de)protonation equilibria also encouraged to estimate the
electro-stimuli-response of IG aqueous suspensions, as shown in
hectorite aqueous suspension.36 Here a reversible viscosity change of
an IG aqueous suspension responding to an electric field was first
observed (that is, the electrorheological (ER) effect). Then, using TEM,
a structural assessment of the suspended IGs after the application of an
electric field was performed.
The ER effect consists of reversible rheological property changes

upon the application and removal of an electric field from
materials.37,38 Because of the reversible response to the electric field,
the ER effect has been of interest not only in academic investigations
but also in industrial applications.39 Previously, it has been reported
that suspensions of particles with various shapes (for example, nano-
fibrous polyaniline40 and titanium-silicon-coated carbon nanotubes36)
show an ER effect under an electric field of several kV mm− 1.
The electro-stimuli-response of a 0.27 wt% (ɸ= 0.001) IG suspen-

sion with a low viscosity was estimated (that is, it behaves as a typical
Newtonian fluid). By applying an electric field to the suspension, the
shear stress σ increases, and the IG suspension behavior becomes
non-Newtonian under a DC electric field 46.0 V mm− 1 (Figure 7a).
Below a DC electric field of 8.0 V mm− 1 and a 19-s− 1 shear speed,
the σ gradually increases and reaches 0.14 Pa (Figure 7b). Then the
removal of the DC electric field and continuous shear causes the
decline of σ. The fact that the shear stress is recoverable by removing
the electric field suggests that this system, under the electric field,
exists in a secondary minimum of the potential energy curve, in light
of classical DLVO theory.
After the application of the electric field, the IG suspension exhibits

a gold color, that is, the transmittance of the suspension at 450 nm
(T450) changes from 100% to 82%. In the TEM images of suspension
dried after the application of the electric field, the IGs assemble into
thick bundles (Figure 8a (2)). Continuous shear after the removal of
the electric field diminishes the gold color of the suspension
(T450= 90%) that corresponds to the disassembly of the thick IG
bundles, as shown by the TEM image (Figure 8a (3)).
These results indicate that IG assembly/disassembly causes reversible

increases/decreases in the σ value, producing the ER effect in the IG
suspension. Reducing/recovering in the EDL of the IG surface by
applying/removing an electric field brings about the assembly/
disassembly of the IG nanotubes (Figure 8b). This type of IG assembly

Figure 6 (a) POM images and two-dimensional SAXS patterns of an IG-AAm
gel with (‘Strain’) or without (‘No strain and Released’) stretching at
strain=3.0. (b) Strain-induced Δn change of IG-AAm gels without (red plot)
crosslinker and of an ordinary AAm gel (black plot). The measurements were
carried out until gel fracture. The inserted images are the optical retardation
(L=530 nm) of IG-AAm gels at strain=0 (A), 4.0 (B), 9.0 (C) and 10.0 (D).
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also occurs under high pH conditions owing to the decreasing electric
field intensity of the IG surface.41 The ER effect of IG suspensions is
unique because it emerges in an aqueous system under an electric field
of a few Vmm− 1; typical nanotubular suspensions need an electric
field of several kV mm− 1 for emergence of the ER effect.39,40

CONCLUSION

In this focused review, stimuli-responsive materials consisting of the
rigid cylindrical inorganic polymer IG is described. The obtained
materials exhibit thixotropy in response to mechanical shock,22

physical anisotropy owing to oriented structures,27,42 reversible
isotropic–anisotropic structural transitions in response to
strain21,26,43,44 and an ER effect.45 Here the careful design of
interaction between IG and other organic molecules produced the
materials with responsiveness to various stimuli. The manner of
supramolecular assembly demonstrated in this study might apply
to the design method of other hybrid materials consisting of
rod-like polymers.46–53 The presented experimental system yields

structure-derived functional materials based on nanofiber assemblies
that may contribute to various industrial/biomaterial applications
of supramolecular architectures, such as mechano-chemical sensors,
artificial biological tissues and high-efficiency ER actuators and valves.
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Figure 7 (a) The shear stress σ dependency as a function of shear rate _g for IG suspensions under different DC electric fields: open circles, 0 V mm−1;
crosses, 2.0 V mm−1; triangles, 4.0 V mm−1; squares, 6.0 V mm−1; and closed circles, 8.0 V mm−1. (b) The change in the shear stress σ for an IG
suspension without a DC electric field (t=0–200 and 6500–9500 s) or with the application of an 8.0-V mm−1 DC electric field (t=200–6500 s) under
19 s−1 of shear rate. The broken line indicates the value of the water.
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Figure 8 (a) TEM images of IGs in suspension (1) before (t=0 s in Figure 6b), (2) after applying an 8-V mm−1 DC electric field (t=6500 s in Figure 7b) or
(3) after aging without a DC electric field via applying an 8-V mm−1 DC electric field (t49500 s in Figure 7b). (b) Schematic illustration of the reversible IG
assembly/disassembly owing to the reducing/recovering of their EDL in response to the application/removal of the electric field. (1)–(3) correspond to the
(1)–(3) of panel (a).
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